mutations are not only subject to criticisms related to know that using molecular or anatomical lesions of the possible compensatory changes, but also to concerns brain is a tricky business. It is, after all, studying the brain regarding developmental abnormalities. Thus, as with by breaking its parts. Now that the dust from the initial conventional lesions, it may be tempting to conclude stampede may be settling somewhat, it seems useful that the absence of a molecule is directly responsible to take a close look at gene targeting as a tool for studyfor observed behavioral deficits, but such conclusions ing the neural basis of behavior, particularly the mechaare almost always relatively unsatisfying. nisms of learning and memory. We will consider the Mutations Versus a Mutation Approach strengths and weaknesses of genetic mutations relative In sum, component specificity is fundamentally importo older and less exotic methods, and we will suggest tant, but a number of factors conspire to make it exfeatures that could make the use of mutations even tremely difficult to achieve and to verify. Yet there are more effective for the study of neural system function. many examples in which neural components mediating Behaviors are generated by collections of neural comparticular behaviors have been identified using brain ponents (cells, synapses, etc.) interacting in ways that lesions. The resolution of this apparent contradiction constitute a system with certain input/output properties. stems from the distinction between the limitations of As such, identifying the list of essential components is each single lesion experiment and what can be accoma key first step in analyzing a system. Yet ironically, even plished with a "lesion approach" that has evolved over this is made extremely difficult by possible interactions the years. Two cornerstones of this approach are careful between components. A brain system is a little bit like an selection of experimentally advantageous behaviors ecosystem-it's hard to affect one component without and careful behavioral studies that almost always reproducing effects that cascade through the rest of the quire temporal control over the lesions. We believe that system. Thus, analysis is always plagued by a potential a successful "mutation approach" could follow a parallel confound: does a behavioral deficit indicate a specific development, thus the importance of considering temcontribution of the removed component, or is it a relaporal and behavioral specificity. tively uninformative consequence of odd interactions Temporal Specificity between the remaining components?
cortex is required for the acquisition of conditioned eyecontrols for performance effects. In eyelid conditioning, lid responses. In eyelid conditioning, repeatedly pairing for example, the effects of lesions can be specific to a relatively neutral stimulus, such as a tone, with a reinone side of the body, allowing training on the opposite forcing stimulus, such as a puff of air in the eye, leads side to be used as a within-animal control for perforto the acquisition of a learned response: the animal mance effects of unilateral lesions. closes its eye in response to the tone. Some data Some of the most common problems with behavioral showed that lesions of cerebellar cortex have no effect specificity are exemplified by the growing use of brain (McCormick and Thompson, 1984) , and other data indiregion-"dependent" behaviors to screen mutant mice. cated that responses are abolished (Yeo et al., 1984) .
There are many examples of behaviors that depend on The crux of the problem was to provide assurance of a particular brain structure. Lesions of the hippocampus component specificity. Were responses abolished in disrupt certain spatial and contextual learning tasks one study through inadvertent damage to nearby path-(Squire, 1992; Abeliovich et al., 1993). Similarly, lesions ways known to be required for the expression of reof the cerebellum affect simple motor tasks such as sponses, or was learning spared in the other studies walking on a rotating rod (the rotorod). In some sense because the lesions missed a critical region of cerebellar then, these behaviors are hippocampal dependent or cortex? cerebellar dependent. The pitfall is that these relationOne solution involved behavioral studies that exploit ships are not commutative. That is, deficits in spatial the temporal specificity available with the lesions. By learning or in rotorod performance do not, in turn, imply initially making lesions after training, it was possible to problems with hippocampal or cerebellar function. The determine whether the cerebellar cortex is required for same controls used to establish behavioral specificity the expression of the responses. As it turns out, the in the original lesion studies would need to be repeated lesions do not abolish responses, but they have a charto establish behavioral specificity of the mutations. acteristic effect on response timing (Perrett et al., 1993 (IL-2R␣). In this study, the expression of this gene was These studies illustrate how careful behavioral studies initially limited through the use of a promoter for a metaand temporally specific lesions can be combined as botrophic glutamate receptor (mGluR2). The mice apa "lesion approach" to rescue an acceptable level of pear to develop normally. Cells expressing this transcomponent specificity. The details might differ for other membrane fusion protein can then be killed through behaviors and other brain regions, but the systematic the infusion of a recombinant protein comprised of the approaches possible with temporal control of lesion, or variable heavy and light chains of a monoclonal antibody mutations can greatly enhance component specificity against human IL-2R␣ fused with an exotoxin (PE38). through the exclusion of alternatives. Thus, the imporBecause the mGluR2 promoter is fairly specific to Golgi tance of temporal specificity, especially the ability to cells in the cerebellum, a relatively complete, and apparinduce mutations in adult animals, extends well beyond ently specific, lesion of Golgi cells was obtained with the ability to exclude possible developmental abnormaliintrathecal injection of this protein. Within 5 days, virtuties. It opens the door to a rich repertoire of behavioral ally all Golgi cells in the cerebellar cortex were detricks that can make all the difference. stroyed. Thus, immunotoxin-mediated cell targeting Behavioral Specificity represents a first generation technique for inducible, We use the phrase "behavioral specificity" to refer to a cell-specific lesions through genetic mutations. Prevariety of issues involved in establishing links between sumably, this amazing technique could be applied to neural manipulations and a target behavior. Whereas any cell for which there is a relatively specific promoter. with component specificity the challenge is showing that These results should be of interest to cerebellar rea behavior is affected because of damage to the target search in part because so little is known about the funccomponent, with behavioral specificity the challenge is tion of Golgi cells. In the context of his theory of cerebelto exclude the possibility that behavioral deficits followlar motor learning, Marr (1969) proposed that Golgi cells ing a lesion or mutation occur because of nonspecific, provide negative feedback that helps keep the number uninformative actions. In the analysis of learned behavof cerebellar granule cells that are active relatively coniors, for example, it is necessary to separate perforstant despite possible variations in overall input to the mance effects from specific learning effects. A mutacerebellum. He showed mathematically how this contion-induced deficit in finding the hidden platform in the stancy could optimize the number of different cerebellar Morris water maze could indicate a host of deficiencies inputs that can be encoded by different patterns of granunrelated to problems with spatial learning; the animal ule cell activity. We have used computer simulations of could be disoriented, blind, afraid, unmotivated, sick, the cerebellum to suggest that Golgi cells additionally inclined to swim near the edge, or countless other possihelp encode time during stimuli in a way that is important bilities. We do not imagine that these particular mice comprise a list that is either comprehensive or optimal, nor do we A reversible, Golgi cell-specific inactivation might help to determine the precise role of Golgi cells in cerebellar imagine that they are possible in the near future. They are simply our maps. function.
The technology for rapidly inducing and reversing the One mouse is inspired by the immunotoxin-mediated cell targeting technique of Watanabe et al. (1998). The expression of transgenes in brain appears to be improving rapidly. Mansuy et al. (1998b) have recently de-
goal is to achieve functional inactivation of a particular cell type with extremely rapid onset and offset. An apscribed a technique that provides an initial glimpse of how incredibly powerful targeted mutations will become proach of this type has been employed with great success in certain invertebrate systems where particular for the study of systems-level neuroscience. This technique, which provides temporal control over the exprescells can be functionally removed from the circuit via direct hyperpolarization through a microelectrode. The sion of the calcineurin transgene, allowed Mansuy et al. (1998b) to probe distinct components of memory such cell is still alive, but it cannot communicate with other neurons because the hyperpolarization prevents action as acquisition, consolidation, and retrieval as well as to demonstrate a greater degree of component specificity. potentials. Although this technique affords superb temporal specificity, its application is limited to the number Initially, this group used a brain-specific promoter (CaMKII␣) to restrict expression of the reverse tetracyof cells that can be simultaneously impaled with microelectrodes. cline-controlled transactivator (rtTA) to the forebrain of the mouse. Subsequently, by placing a calcineurin Perhaps entire classes of cells could be functionally removed from a circuit with cell type-specific exprestransgene under the control of a tTA-responsive promoter (tet0) in these same mice, Mansuy et al. (1998b) sion of a recombinant protein comprised of a known potassium or chloride channel and a receptor for an showed that doxycycline induced calcineurin transgene expression in a dose-dependent manner. Maximal exartificial ligand. If the appropriate artificial receptorligand combination could be developed, cells expresspression was obtained in the CA1 and CA2 areas of the hippocampus after 6 days of doxycycline treatment ing the transgene could be functionally removed from the circuit via hyperpolarization that is activated by inadministered in the food, while 2 weeks after doxycycline removal no transgene mRNA could be detected. jection of the ligand. Combining such a transgene with a cell type-specific promoter could produce a rapid Although it was already known that overexpression of calcineurin in transgenic mice interferes with spatial onset and reversible variant of the immunotoxin-mediated technique. Cells could be rapidly removed and, with memory (Mansuy et al., 1998a) , the temporal control provided by the rtTA system allowed these investigators an artificial competitive antagonist, rapidly reinstated in the circuit. By potentially eliminating compensatory to assess whether calcineurin overexpression affects the acquisition, consolidation, or retrieval of spatial changes such as those characterized in the cerebellum by Watanabe et al. (1998), such a "hyperpolarization" memories. During expression of the calcineurin transgene, spatial learning was impaired, as was the inducmouse would provide a tremendous degree of component and temporal specificity. tion in the hippocampus of long-term potentiation, a form of synaptic plasticity (changes in strength) possibly Another type of futuristic mouse might move away from using targeted mutations as lesions (see Siegel involved in spatial learning. In addition to this learning and memory deficit, these investigators were able to and Isacoff, 1998). Perhaps a recombinant protein could be expressed to record activity of cells. Such a mouse demonstrate impairments in retrieval of hippocampaldependent spatial memories by training mice in the Morcould be used, for example, to determine the cells that are active during a particular form of learning. The reris water maze before overexpressing calcineurin. Moreover, the most interesting result that Mansuy et al.
combinant protein might be constructed with three properties: (1) the ability to bind some activity-depen-(1998a) report is the apparent recovery of normal retrieval after discontinuing treatment with doxycycline. dent molecule such as elevated free calcium, (2) the ability to bind an initiator molecule, and (3) when these This illustrates how temporal specificity can be used to improve the degree of component specificity through two binding sites are occupied to undergo a detectable of the initiator molecule, as well as the specificity and stringency of the binding site detecting neural activity. If the expression of this molecule could be limited to synapses, the resolution of activity-dependent accumulation of the marker molecule could be at the level of synapses rather than cells. In this way mutant mice could be used not only to identify the neural components responsible for a particular behavior, but also to study how those components interact to produce the input/ output properties of the system. Finding synapses that undergo plasticity during learning is a fundamental but technically demanding goal for neurobiologists studying the neural basis of learning. As more is learned about the molecules required for particular forms of synaptic plasticity, it might even be possible to limit the accumulation of marker to synapses that have undergone that form of plasticity since the injection of the initiator molecule. Such a mouse could be used to establish links between forms of plasticity and forms of learning at a level of certainty not currently approachable. A mouse could be injected with the initiator molecule and then trained in a specific task. Subsequent histological analysis could reveal synapses with marker accumulation, and thus synapses that had undergone plasticity during that form of learning could be identified.
As systems-level neuroscientists, it is hard to guess whether mice like these are many decades away or just around the corner. Either way, there is no doubt that continuing advances in gene targeting technology, when combined with robust behavioral analysis, will help revolutionize our ability to study and to understand brain systems.
